Protect Your Premises
Making the invisible visible with
Connaught’s CCTV Solutions

No-one wants to think about a breach or break in. We
know that protecting your people and your premises is
a priority. You need a CCTV system that offers the latest
technology and high specification cameras, while remaining
streamlined and straightforward.

Everything you need from one supplier

Our solutions are designed for businesses just like yours.
We take care of everything, from audit to installation
and support, so you can focus on your core business.
Our CCTV solutions are flexible, meaning you can start
small and scale up when you’re ready. When you choose
Connaught as a security partner, you can add cameras,
recorders, and storage options quickly and easily.

Visibility. Any time, anywhere.

Because our CCTV networks are managed through a
mobile app, you can review footage remotely at any time.
Multiple users can access the app via a mobile, laptop or
tablet, so you have total peace of mind.
You can also use analytics with your cameras for improved
system performance and safeguarding.

Keeping you protected

High Specification Cameras
Say goodbye to blurry images and broken cameras with our high-definition camera range.

Advanced Technology
Latest CCTV software and IP surveillance technology for consistent coverage and reliable recording.

Streamlined Solutions
Minimal cabling and no moving parts mean easy maintenance, while vast storage saves
you from worrying about backing up your system.

Flexible Monitoring
Multi-user access and remote monitoring via mobile app, so you can review footage
anytime and anywhere

Tailored Approach
We carry out free site audits to ensure you get the insight you need, where it matters.
Plus you can add cameras and features as your business grows

We’ve been protecting and connecting our customers for over 35 years
Call us today for your free security audit
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